We show that the countable direct limit of Hilbert cubes 0°° is homeomorphic to the product of the Hilbert cube Q and the countable direct limit of lines R°°. 
Note [8, 3.15, p. 36 ] that any p.l. (piecewise linear) homeomorphism J" -> dln+i extends to a p.l. homeomorphism J"+l -» 7"+I.
Inductively, we define p.l. embeddings hn: J" -» 7"+1 such that hn(Jn) = {(*,,...,*"+,)
G 7"+1|x, = 0, some i,2 < i < n + 1}, and such that /zn+1 is an extension of /i". Define hx: /' -> 72 by /i, (jcj ) where each jk: Qk -» Q*+1 is the inclusion. Both ^2 = e2Si(C,J X Q) and 7?2 = j\*\{C" X Q) are Z-sets in Q2. By a theorem of Anderson [1, Corollary 10.3] we can extendy'i ex <5f' e2l: v42 -> 7?2 to a homeomorphism G2: Q2 -* <22. By replacing t2 with C72e2, we may thus assume jxex = e2z5,. Doing this for each tk, k > 2, we obtain a homeomorphism «: dir limbic* X Q;8k) -* Q00. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, p. 263 of [2] , we see that C^° X Q = dir lim^lC* X Q; 8k}, and we can take g" = e. 
Then g is a homeomorphism "sliding points around the corner D", and for x G D, gix) G Z) <=> x G /i(C) <=> gix) = x. Since £ is a Z-set in Q, we can extend g to a homeomorphism g'; Q -* Q. Let /,' = h~lg'hfn: Qr" -* (2In+1-Then/^ is an embedding such that (i) f'n agrees with/, on/1~1((2's"-,) U Qr"~] U *,", (ii)/;((2r") is a Z-set in Q'"', and (iii) fn(Q*) n ^ = /(*",). To prove (iii), let * =fn(x) = ih-xg')ihftt)ix) <af'niQr°) n rw Then /z/"(x) e 7) and g'/z/"(x) = g/z/"(x) G /. (l^) imply that g/z/"(x)
= hf"ix) so that A(/"W) G KC). X 2] = <2*-Thus, applying our Lemma 3 as Corollary 10.3 of [1] was applied in the proof of Lemma 2, we obtain a homeomorphism dir lim{5~ X Q; a" X id} -> dir lim{0°°; p}. zz We finish the proof by showing that the first direct limit (above) is 7?°° X Q, the latter Q°°. A proof analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.4, p. 263 of [2] shows that dir lim{7J"° X Q; an X id} = (dir lim{7J^ ; a"]\ X Q. Lemma 6. Let X be a locally compact, separable ANR imetric). Then X embeds as a closed subset of Qx.
Proof. Since X is Lindelof and locally compact, we can write X = U (A,|z = 1,2,...)
where each A, is a compact, metric subspace and A, C int Xi+X. Let hx: Xx -> Qx be any (closed) embedding [2, p. 195] . Suppose, inductively, that we have embeddings ht: Xt -> Q',i = 1, ..., n, such that zz,/A,_i = h(_x, i > 2, and h"(XH) n g' = h"iXj), i < n. Let gn+x: A"+1 -> Q" C Qn+i be any embedding. By [1, Corollary 10.3 ] the induced homeomorphism gn+xiXn) -> h"iXn) extends to a homeomorphism g; Qn+i -> Qn+i. Then/,+1 = ggn+x; Xn+X -* Qn+X is an embedding such that/,+ 1/A" = hn. Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3 with B = Q" U /,+1(A"n+1) and C = f"+xiXn), we can now adjust fn+x to obtain an embedding hn+x; Xn+X -» (2"+ such that hn+x/Xn = h" and h"+x(Xn+x) Pi Q" = h"+xiX"). In this way we obtain hn, all n. The desired closed embedding h; X -*■ Qx can now be defined by h/X" = hn. 
